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Developing Java Beans (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997
Java Beans is the most important new development in Java this year. Beans is the next generation of Java technology that not only adds features the language lacked, but also lets Java programs interoperate with a number of development environments. The initial release includes a bridge for Microsoft's ActiveX/COM; future releases will include...
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Foundations of AOP for J2EE Development (Foundation)Apress, 2005
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm that was defined at the
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the mid-1990s. The roots of this paradigm can be
traced back to several works designed to improve code modularity and facilitate reuse and
maintenance.

The benefits of AOP for modularizing code have...
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C# COM+ ProgrammingHungry Minds, 2001
A must have reference for developers already working with COM+ who are ready to transition the the .NET Platform. Softcover. CD-ROM included. 

       C# COM+ Programming Your Complete Guide to COM+ Services in the .NET Framework Whether you want to integrate existing COM+ services into...
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Digital Photography: Expert TechniquesO'Reilly, 2006
Ready to take digital imaging to the professional level? This advanced strategy book offers expert advice to help you become more competent in your work routine, but it is not your ordinary  workflow book.    Through step-by-step procedures based on hard-nosed experience, professional photographer Ken Milburn covers much more...
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The Algorithm Design ManualSpringer, 1998
Most of the professional programmers that I've encountered are not well prepared to tackle algorithm
design problems. This is a pity, because the techniques of algorithm design form one of the core practical
technologies of computer science. Designing correct, efficient, and implementable algorithms for realworld
problems is a tricky...
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Active and Programmable Networks for Adaptive Architectures and ServicesAuerbach Publications, 2006
New applications such as video conferencing, video on demand, multimedia transcoders, Voice-over-IP (VoIP), intrusion detection, distributed collaboration, and intranet security require advanced functionality from networks beyond simple forwarding congestion control techniques. Examples of advanced functionality include self-reconfiguration,...
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Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP: A Developer's Guide to SEOWrox Press, 2007
Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP
    

    Search engine optimization (SEO) is not only the job of the marketing department. It must be considered from a web site's inception and throughout its lifetime by you, the web site developer. Making changes to the architecture of a web site and modifying presentation techniques...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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Putting A New Spin on Groups: The Science of ChaosLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Putting a New Spin on Groups: The Science of Chaos, Second Edition continues to challenge orthodoxy and static ideas about small group dynamics. A primary goal is to offer an alternative model of group development that addresses three factors:

*The model integrates old ideas from previous models of group development with new...
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Learning Wireless JavaO'Reilly, 2001
"Learning Wireless Java" is for Java developers who want to quickly come up to speed and create applications for the Micro Edition audience. This book covers the Connected, Limited Device Configuration and the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP), both currently available from Javasoft. The CLDC contains APIs for small devices that...
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The Lanczos Method: Evolution and Application (Software, Environments and Tools)SIAM, 1987
'I recommend this book to anyone who wants to appreciate the often subtle interactions between algorithm research and engineering applications. For the engineer, it comprehensively summarizes 25 years of intellectual development in the understanding of the basic Lanczos algorithm and its many variants. For the numerical analysts, it describes the...
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The All-New Switch Book: The Complete Guide to LAN Switching TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The much-anticipated update to the bestselling book on LAN switching
Since the publication of the first edition of The Switch Book seven years ago, LAN switching has witnessed significant changes, particularly in the areas of network layers, Ethernet, fast Ethernet, segmenting LANs, layer 3 switching, layer 4 switching, and multi-layer...
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